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Abstract

Contrastive Vision-Language Pre-training (CLIP) demonstrates impressive zero-
shot capability. The key to improve the adaptation of CLIP to downstream task with
few exemplars lies in how to effectively model and transfer the useful knowledge
embedded in CLIP. Previous work mines the knowledge typically based on the
limited visual samples and close-set semantics (i.e., within target category set
of downstream task). However, the aligned CLIP image/text encoders contain
abundant relationships between visual features and almost infinite open semantics,
which may benefit the few-shot learning but remains unexplored. In this paper,
we propose to mine open semantics as anchors to perform a relation transition
from image-anchor relationship to image-target relationship to make predictions.
Specifically, we adopt a transformer module which takes the visual feature as
"Query", the text features of the anchors as "Key" and the similarity matrix between
the text features of anchor and target classes as "Value". In this way, the output of
such a transformer module represents the relationship between the image and target
categories, i.e., the classification predictions. To avoid manually selecting the open
semantics, we make the [CLASS] token of input text embedding learnable. We
conduct extensive experiments on eleven representative classification datasets. The
results show that our method performs favorably against previous state-of-the-arts
considering few-shot classification settings.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rising of large-scale vision-language pre-trained models (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7). Among those visio-language models, CLIP (1) is a widely-adopted representative due
to its superior zero-shot capability on downstream tasks (8). CLIP jointly trains the text and image
encoders with image-text pairing supervision. Benefiting from the shared image and text feature
space, CLIP can be directly adopted to recognize images from novel categories by examining the
degrees of alignment between image features and text features of novel categories. Despite the
amazing zero-shot performance of CLIP, there remains huge potential to improve the adaptation
ability of CLIP if a few exemplars from the downstream visual task are accessible during training.

There are a few works that investigate how to improve the few-shot adaptation performance of
CLIP (1). The key to improve the adaptation of CLIP lies in how to extract and transfer the
useful knowledge of CLIP in terms of specific downstream tasks. Most previous works extract the
transferable knowledge only with limited visual samples and close-set definitions of categories (i.e.,
the category set of downstream task), including prompt tuning (9, 10), classifier fine-tuning (11), or
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image-image relation modeling (12), etc. However, as we know, CLIP is trained with large-scale
open datasets and thus contains abundant relationships across almost infinite open semantics. How
to extract and utilize such semantic relation knowledge to improve the few-shot learning of CLIP
remains unexplored.
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Figure 1: Transit Image-Anchor Relationship to
Image-Target Relationship via Anchor-Target Re-
lation Matrix.

As shown in Fig. 1, we aim to recognize samples
from target categories (green), i.e., "tiger-cat",
"chinchilla", "anteater", and "lemur". We man-
ually select some other categories as anchors
(blue), i.e., "tiger", "cat", "kangaroo", and "pig".
In order to recognize the relation between image
samples and target categories, we may first com-
pute the similarities between image samples and
the anchors to denote the image-anchor relation.
We may also model the anchor-target relation by
computing the similarities between anchors and
target categories, as shown in Fig. 1. Through
the transition of anchor-target relation matrix,
the image-target relations can be obtained. A
reasonable prior is that the image-target relations
should keep consistent after relation transition,
e.g., an image of "chinchilla" should be classified into the "chinchilla" category, no matter whether
relation transition is performed.

In this paper, we propose to mine open semantics as anchors to perform a relation transition from
image-anchor relation to image-target relation to facilitating few-shot learning. Inspired by the
illustration of Fig. 1, we design the relation transition module (RTM) as a transformer decoder
architecture which takes the visual feature as "Query", the text features of the anchors as "Key"
and the similarity matrix between the text features of anchors and target classes as "Value". In
this way, the output of RTM represents the relationship between the image and target categories,
i.e., the classification predictions. To avoid manually selecting the open semantics, we make the
[CLASS] token of input text embedding learnable. During training, we freeze the CLIP encoders and
impose cross-entropy loss with labeled visual samples to update the learnable [CLASS] token and
the transformer module. Via the transition of open semantics, we expect richer semantic relationships
can be assembled to reduce the prediction error. We name our framework as Relation Transition with
Open Semantics (RTOS). We conduct extensive experiments on eleven few-shot benchmarks and
show that our method performs favorably against previous state-of-the-arts.

In a nutshell, our contributions can be summarized as follows

• We propose a new perspective which aims to utilize the abundant semantic knowledge
encoded in CLIP to benefit the few-shot learning task, i.e., mining open semantics as
anchors to perform the relation transition. Via the transition of open semantics, we expect
richer semantic relationships can be assembled to reduce the prediction error.

• We propose to learn the open semantics via a learnable semantic token of text input and
use a transformer module to perform relation transition from image-anchor relation to
image-target relation. With such designs, we avoid manually selecting anchors and make
semantic relation modeling more adapted to the downstream task.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate our RTOS performs favorably against previous state-of-
the-arts, e.g., on Flowers102 datasets, we achieve 80.8%, outperforming previous state-of-
the-art method by 7.3%. Moreover, ablations verify the effectiveness and necessity of each
of our designs.

2 Related Work

2.1 Traditional Few-shot Learning

In the domain of traditional few-shot learning, researchers commonly curate multiple few-shot train
and test sets, each comprising a limited number of training samples along with their corresponding test
samples. Earlier research on few-shot learning primarily focused on generative models that employed
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Figure 2: The Framework of RTOS. (a) Anchor-target Relation Modelling: Input with target
categories and anchors, CLIP text encoder is adopted to extract target features Ftar and anchor
features Fpro, which are used to model anchor-target relation matrix R between target categories
and anchors. (b) Relation Transition: Input a test image I, CLIP image encoder is adopted to extract
the image visual feature. Next, the Relation Transition Module (RTM) Φ is applied to transition
image-anchor relation to image-target relation. CLIP classifier is initialized using target features
Ftar. The knowledge acquired from relation transition is then integrated with CLIP’s pre-trained
knowledge, enabling accurate prediction.

intricate iterative inference methodologies (13, 14). The success of deep learning-based methods
in data-rich environments (15, 16, 17) has led to a growing interest in adapting these approaches to
handle few-shot learning scenarios. To this end, various successful methods for few-shot learning
have been proposed and leveraged techniques like meta-learning, metric learning, transfer learning,
and transductive learning. Meta-learning-based approaches (18, 19) involve training an auxiliary
parameterization net that is capable of learning how to parameterize a feed-forward classification
problem in terms of few-shot sample set. Metric-learning-based approaches (20, 21, 22, 23) aim to
learn a set of projection functions such that when represented in this embedding, images are easy to
recognize using simple nearest neighbor or linear classifiers. Transfer-learning-based methods (24, 25)
typically work by pre-training a deep neural network on a source dataset with abundant labeled
examples, and fine-tuning the network on a few-shot learning task with limited labeled examples
in the target dataset to improve performance. Transductive-learning-based methods (26, 27, 28)
typically work by leveraging the unlabeled examples in the target dataset to improve the few-shot
learning performance, by exploiting the similarities and relationships between unlabeled and labeled
examples.

2.2 VLM-based Few-shot Learning

Recently, AI has grown towards the dominant paradigm of learning foundation models (29) from large-
scale web data. The development of Vision-Language Pre-trained Models (VLM) (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
has been particularly rapid, thanks to the low cost of collecting image-text pairs from the web. With
the emergence of Vision-Language Models, a new few-shot evaluation protocol has been developed,
as implemented by recent works on few-shot adaptation with CLIP (1). In this new protocol, the
meta-training phase is replaced with pre-trained CLIP models, and the official test splits of each
dataset are utilized as the test sets. Prompt tuning (9, 10) and adapter (12, 30) have emerged as
representative parameter-efficient learning paradigms that adapt VLM to downstream tasks. Prompt
tuning of CLIP (1, 10, 31, 32, 33, 34) draws inspiration from the successful implementation of
prefix-tuning in language models (35, 36, 37, 38), specifically aiming to extract broader text features.
Similarly, CLIP-Adapter (30) and Tip-Adapter (12) draw inspiration from parameter-efficient fine-
tuning methods (39, 40, 41) that optimize lightweight MLPs while keeping the encoder frozen.
These approaches mine the knowledge typically based on the limited visual samples and close-set
semantics. However, the aligned CLIP image/text encoders contain abundant relationships between
visual features and almost infinite open semantics, which may benefit the few-shot learning but
remains unexplored. In this paper, we focus on mining open semantics as anchors to perform a
relation transition from image-anchor relationship to image-target relationship to make predictions.

3



3 Method

The overall framework of Relation Transition with Open Semantics (RTOS) we proposed is shown
in Fig. 2. Given an image to recognize, we obtain its feature through CLIP’s image encoder. We
construct two groups of text inputs. One group corresponds to the target classes, which consists
of manually designed prompts and different target class names; the other one corresponds to the
anchors, which consists of manually designed prompts and different [CLASS] tokens. We make
the [CLASS] token of anchor text input learnable to mine open semantics from CLIP. Then the
anchor-target relation matrix is constructed by computing similarities between anchor text features
and target text features (Sec. 3.1). In our framework, we design a relation transition module (RTM)
based on the transformer architecture which takes image features as Query, anchor text features as
Key, and anchor-target relation matrix as Value. The output of RTM denotes the relations between
image and target classes. Finally, we combine the output of RTM with the output of CLIP’s zero-shot
classifier to produce the final prediction (Sec. 3.2).

3.1 Anchor-target Relation Modelling

In this paper, our primary task focuses on zero-shot and few-shot image classification, where we aim
to classify images into their respective categories with limited or no training examples available for
the target categories. The target categories serve as a set of labels for the classification task. Our
primary goal is to mine these open semantics to improve the CLIP’s classification performance. We
use anchors as cues derived from the open semantics within CLIP. Anchors serve as a bridge to
connect and transition image features to their corresponding target categories in image classification
task. To be more specific, anchors can take different forms depending on their origin and semantics.
For instance, anchors can be category names sampled from cross-dataset category list, which carry
explicit semantic information. Alternatively, they may be randomly initialized class tokens that do not
hold any clear semantic information. We model the anchor-target relation, which is used to transition
the image-anchor relation to image-target relation.

The anchor-target relation is modeled using the CLIP text encoder. Following (9), we define the
target categories prompts Ttar and the anchors prompts Tanc given to the text encoder as follows:

Ttar,i = [v1,v2, ...,vM , star,i ] (1)
Tanc,j = [v1,v2, ...,vM , sanc,j ] (2)

where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Ctar} is the target categories index, Ctar denotes the number of target categories,
star,i denotes word embedding of the i-th target categories name si, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Canc} is the
anchors index, Canc denotes the number of anchors, the sanc,j denotes word embedding of the j-th
anchors name sj . The anchors are initialized by cross-dataset category list or randomly initialized
in the experiments. [v1,v2, ...,vM ] denotes word embedding of the prompt sentences prefix (e.g.
"A photo of {}.").

After obtaining the text feature, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), by forwarding the target categories prompts
Ttar and the anchors prompts Tanc to the CLIP text encoder, we can obtain the target L2 normalized
features Ftar ∈ RCtar×D and the anchor L2 normalized features Fanc ∈ RCanc×D. Where D
denotes the feature dimension of the CLIP’s visual-language feature space (e.g. D = 512 for
ResNet50 (16) backbone in CLIP). The features of target categories and anchors are used to build
anchor-target relation matrix R ∈ RCtar×Canc to model the anchor-target relation. The anchor-target
relation matrix R is defined in Eq. 3.

Ri,j =
exp(cos(Ftar,i,Fanc,j)/τ)∑Canc

j=1 exp(cos(Ftar,i,Fanc,j)/τ)
(3)

3.2 Relation Transition

Upon establishing anchor-target relation, we employ the Relation Transition Module (RTM) Φ to
transform the image-anchor relation into the image-target relation for classification prediction. This
process essentially involves mining the open semantics embedded within the CLIP framework, which
in turn ensures better representation and recognition of the target categories. As shown in Fig. 2 (b),
by forwarding the test image I ∈ RH×W×3 to the CLIP image encoder, we can obtain the test image
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L2 normalized feature ftest ∈ RD. The Relation Transition Module (RTM) Φ is a cross-attention
module, which accepts the image visual feature ftest as "Query", anchor features Fanc as "Key", and
the anchor-target relation matrix R as "Value" to transition image-anchor relation Panc ∈ RCanc to
image-target relation Ptar∈ RCtar , defined as Ptar = Φ(ftest,Fanc,R).

Based on the reasonable prior that the image-target relations remain consistent through the relation
transition process, it is possible to perform image classification prediction in the zero-shot setting by
utilizing the relationships between images, target categories, and anchors. To accomplish this, we
first map the images and target categories onto the anchor space. Next, we determine the image-target
relations within this mapped space. Based on this assumption, the anchor-target relation R acts as
the mapping for target categories onto anchors. Similarly, we can define the mapping of an image
onto anchors through Eq. 4.

Panc,j =
exp(cos(ftest,Fanc,j)/τ)∑Canc

j=1 exp(cos(ftest,Fanc,j)/τ)
(4)

Then, the Relation Transition Module (RTM) performs a relation transition from image-anchor
relation Panc to image-target relation Ptar. This transition is defined as

Ptar,i =
exp(cos(Panc,Rj)/τ

′)∑Ctar

i=1 exp(cos(Panc,Ri)/τ ′)
. (5)

By following this approach, we are able to make use of the open semantics within the pre-trained
CLIP framework, which allows for better representation and recognition of the target categories,
ultimately leading to improved performance in image classification tasks.

When we have a limited amount of data available for training, it is possible that the manually designed
relation transitions are not optimal. Therefore, we employ the Transformer model, allowing the
network to learn more effective relation transition strategies autonomously. We use the transformer
architecture as RTM Φ. The image-target relation is obtained by

Ptar = Transformer(ftest,Fanc,R). (6)

Then, the relation-based prediction Ptar works in conjunction with CLIP’s zero-shot prediction Pclip

to produce the final prediction Pfinal.

Pfinal = Pclip + αPtar (7)

Using this method, we harness anchors as open semantics, which enable the effective relation
transition from image-anchor relation to image-target relation.

3.3 Training and Inference

Zero-shot Setting. In the zero-shot setting, our method does not require any training, and we refer to
it as ZS-RTOS. First, we manually select anchors from cross-dataset category list. Then, we build
the anchor-target relation matrix R to model anchor-target relationship. The anchor-target relation
matrix only needs to be created once, which means that we only need to perform one forward pass of
the CLIP text encoder. Once the anchor-target relation is established, the CLIP text encoder can be
discarded. Next, the Relation Transition Module Φ is applied to convert the image-anchor relation
Panc to the image-target relation Ptar. Finally, the relation-based prediction Ptar collaborates with
CLIP’s zero-shot prediction Pzs to produce the final prediction Pfinal.

Few-shot Setting. ZS-RTOS offers a substantial boost to CLIP by incorporating fresh open semantics
relation transition knowledge. Moreover, RTOS remains compatible with situations that involve
training data. In the few-shot scenario, a limited amount of data can aid RTOS in acquiring superior
anchors, thereby elevating its performance even further. RTOS focuses on updating the anchor
embeddings (which can be pre-designed or randomly initialized) to learn anchor classes that provide
significant performance improvements to CLIP. For few-shot setting, we use cross entropy loss to
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CLIP 58.9 37.5 85.9 42.2 61.4 55.7 85.8 58.5 66.0 17.1 60.3 77.3
Random 59.0 36.2 86.1 42.9 61.7 55.9 85.9 58.9 66.2 17.2 60.4 77.3
Selected 59.4 39.3 87.5 43.3 62.0 55.8 85.8 58.9 66.1 17.2 60.4 77.4

Table 1: Accuracy of zero-shot learning on the 11 datasets. The "Average" denotes the average
accuracy over the 11 datasets. The "Random" denotes the accuracy of method with randomly
initialized anchor class embeddings. The "Selected" denotes the accuracy of method with manually
selected anchors. The class names of anchors are chosen from the class definitions in the other 10
datasets.

Method Number of shots

1 2 4 8 16

✧ Linear probe CLIP (9) 36.7 47.6 57.2 65.0 71.1
✧ CoOp (9) 59.6 62.3 66.8 69.9 73.4
✧ CLIP-Adapter (30) 62.7 65.5 68.6 71.3 74.4
✧ ProGrad (33) 62.6 64.9 68.5 71.4 73.9
✧ Tip-Adapter (12) 62.3 64.6 66.5 68.5 70.3
✧ Tip-Adapter-F (12) 64.6 66.7 69.7 72.4 75.8
✧ RTOS 65.5 67.4 70.3 72.7 75.8
✧ RTOS-IR 66.1 68.2 71.1 73.6 76.6
✦ Synthetic (11) 60.5 62.9 67.0 69.9 73.1
✦ RTOS 62.4 64.0 66.9 69.2 72.5
✦ RTOS-IR 62.7 64.6 67.6 70.2 73.5

Table 2: Comparison with previous few-shot methods. ✧ denotes the average accuracy of 11
datasets, ✦ denotes the average accuracy of 8 datasets reported in (11). Our methods outperform
existing state-of-the-art methods in few-shot classification settings.

update RTOS. With the updates made to RTOS, it attains state-of-the-art performance on 11 widely
adopted datasets.

In addition to the relation transition method based on the consistency prior described above, we
also explored a relation transition approach based on the total probability formula. In this approach,
the anchor-target relationship is defined in Eq. 8, and the relation transition can be expressed as
Ptar = RPanc.

Ri,j =
exp(cos(Ftar,i,Fanc,j)/τ)∑Ctar

i=1 exp(cos(Ftar,i,Fanc,j)/τ)
(8)

Moreover, we also investigated the image-image relation method. In this approach, we use the
training image features as the input keys for the Relation Transition Model (RTM), and the one-hot
labels of the training images serve as the RTM’s values. The performance of the methods based on
the total probability formula and image-image relation is evaluated in Experiment Section.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setups

Datasets Following CoOp (9), we conduct experiments for RTOS on 11 widely-used image classifi-
cation datasets: ImageNet (42), StandfordCars (43), UCF101 (44), Caltech101 (45), Flowers102 (46),
SUN397 (47), DTD (48), EuroSAT (49), FGVCAircraft (50), OxfordPets (51), and Food101 (52).
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Alias Knowledge Number of shots

Cons. Prob. Image. 1 2 4 8 16

RTOS-C ✓ 65.0 67.0 70.0 72.4 75.4
RTOS-P ✓ 63.3 63.9 65.2 67.4 71.6
RTOS ✓ ✓ 65.5 67.4 70.3 72.7 75.8

- ✓ ✓ 65.9 68.0 70.9 73.5 76.6
RTOS-IR ✓ ✓ ✓ 66.1 68.2 71.1 73.6 76.6

Table 3: Different configuration of our methods. Average accuracy of the 11 datasets. Cons.
denotes the approach based on consistency prior, Prob. denotes the approach based on the total
probability formula. Image. denotes the approach based on image-image relation. The methods
highlighted in gray represent the approaches we compare in the experimental Sec. 4.3.

These datasets constitute a comprehensive benchmark, which covers a diverse set of vision tasks
including the classification of generic objects, scenes, actions, and fine-grained categories, as well as
specialized tasks like recognizing textures and satellite imagery.

Implementation Details We follow the data preprocessing protocol in CLIP (1), which is composed
of random cropping, resizing, and random horizontal flip. Following Tip-Adapter (12), we adopt
prompt ensembling for experiments on ImageNet and use single handcrafted prompt on the other 10
datasets. For the CLIP (1) backbone, we utilize ResNet-50 (16) as the visual encoder. We obtain the
pre-trained weights of both encoders from (1) and freeze them during training. The batch size is set
to 256. We adopt the AdamW (53) optimizer with learning rate set to 0.00001 and a cosine scheduler.
Following Tip-Adapter (12), we train 100 epochs on the EuroSAT dataset and 20 epochs on the other
10 datasets. We set τ and τ ′ to 0.01. We set hype-parameter α following Tip-Adapter (12). For the
zero-shot setting, we directly test the model’s performance on the full test set. Besides, following (1),
we consider the 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-shot settings, where we utilize 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 labeled samples to train
the model and then evaluate the trained model on the full test set.

4.2 Comparison under Zero-Shot Setting

We conduct experiments with different anchor selection ways under zero-shot setting, and compare
them to the zero-shot CLIP baseline in Tab. 1. The average accuracy across the 11 datasets is reported
for comparison. As shown in Tab. 1, without any training and extra annotations, selecting anchors to
perform relation transition performs favorably against the zero-shot CLIP baseline. Specifically, the
method with manually selected anchors outperforms CLIP by 0.5%. Notably, on the EuroSAT and
Caltech101 datasets, the zero-shot accuracy of ours outperforms CLIP by 1.8% and 1.6% respectively.
These improvements justify that with carefully selected anchors, performing the relation transition
benefits the adaption of CLIP to downstream tasks. However, method with randomly selected
anchors barely yields accuracy improvement, which inspires us to determine the effective anchors in
a learnable way.

4.3 Comparison with SOTA few-shot methods

We compare our method to previous state-of-the-art methods including Zero-shot CLIP (1), Linear-
probe CLIP (1), CoOp (9), CLIP-Adapter (30), ProGrad (33), Tip-Adapter (12), and Synthetic (11)
in Tab. 2 and Fig. 3. With several annotated images to train the [Class] tokens of anchors, the RTOS
achieves new state-of-the-arts on average. In particular, on the EuroSAT dataset, RTOS surpasses
Tip-Adapter-F by 8.4% and 3.9% in 1-shot and 2-shot settings. After integrating with the image-image
relations (see Tab. 4.3), the RTOS-IR outperforms all existing methods in all few-shot settings. For
example, RTOS-IR obviously outperforms Tip-Adapter-F by 1.2% and 0.8% in 8-shot and 16-shot
settings. The results demonstrate that mining open semantic relations from CLIP greatly benefits
few-shot learning, which justifies the design of our framework.

4.4 Ablation Studies

Effect of different choices of anchors. In this section, we investigate which type of anchor will
benefit the adaptation of CLIP. We conduct experiments with our ZS-RTOS framework on the
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Figure 3: Accuracy of zero-shot and few-shot learning on the 11 datasets. Overall, Zero-shot
RTOS improves Zero-shot CLIP without any data. RTOS consistently surpasses all previous start-of-
the-art methods by efficiently fine-tuning the anchor class embeddings.
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Figure 3: Accuracy of zero-shot and few-shot learning on the 11 datasets. Overall, Zero-shot ICR
improves Zero-shot CLIP without any data. RTOS consistently surpasses all previous start-of-the-art
methods by efficiently fine-tuning the anchor class embeddings.
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Figure 4: Ablation on the relation between target categories and anchors. (a) illustrates the
performance gain in accuracy of CLIP on the Caltech101 dataset when using different datasets’
categories as anchors. (b) show association heatmaps between different anchors and target categories.
(c) show association heatmaps before and after training.
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Figure 4: Ablation on the relation between target categories and anchors. (a) illustrates the
performance gain in accuracy of CLIP on the Caltech101 dataset when using different datasets’
categories as anchors. (b) show association heatmaps between different anchors and target categories.
(c) show association heatmaps before and after training.

Caltech101 (45) dataset. We use all 11 datasets’ categories as anchors and evaluate corresponding
performance gains. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), different instantiations of anchors yield different zero-
shot accuracy. For example, using categories from DTD (48) dataset as anchors achieves 1.79%
improvement compared to the zero-shot CLIP baseline, while using categories from Caltech101 itself
or from Flowers102 dataset as anchors don’t bring any performance improvement.

We also examine the anchor-target relation matrix in Fig. 4 (b) to investigate the powerful pattern
which may benefit the relation transition and final prediction. As we observed, if the marginal
distribution of target classes (which can be obtained by averaging all the rows of the anchor-target
relation matrix) is more balanced, the performance gain will be larger. For example, the marginal
distribution of target classes is more balanced for DTD (1.79% gain) than for Flowers102 (no gain).
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), the relation matrix between learned anchors and target classes
exhibits similar pattern to that using DTD categories as anchors, verifying that our learnable way
mines beneficial open semantics to facilitate effective relation transition.
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Ablation Studies on RTOS-C

shots 0 1 2 4 8 16

human-designed 87.5 89.6 90.3 90.9 92.1 92.4(a) Init. Method rand. initialized 86.1 89.8 90.3 91.3 92.9 93.8
text features - 89.6 90.4 91.0 92.2 92.6(b) Tuned Params. class embeddings - 89.8 90.3 91.3 92.9 93.8

direct - 88.4 89.1 89.8 90.9 91.6(c) Relation Transition Module transformer - 89.8 90.3 91.3 92.9 93.8

Table 4: Classification Accuracy on Caltect101. (a) Ablation studies on different initialization
methods. (b) Ablation studies on different finetuned parameters. (c) Ablation studies on directly
using Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 or using transformer as relation transition modele. The methods marked in gray
indicate the configurations adopted by the RTOS.

Shots Number of Anchors

5 10 20 40 60 80 100 150 200

1 88.2 89.3 88.9 88.9 89.0 89.6 88.7 88.7 88.5
2 89.3 89.2 89.5 89.3 89.5 89.7 89.4 89.3 89.7
4 90.4 90.8 90.1 90.1 90.4 91.0 90.8 90.8 90.6
8 90.2 90.8 91.0 91.4 91.2 92.0 91.5 91.9 91.4

16 90.9 92.0 92.7 92.8 92.6 92.9 93.0 92.8 93.1

Table 5: Ablation studies on the number of anchors on Caltech101 dataset.

Effect of different initialization ways of anchors. Tab. 4 (a) shows the zero-shot (0) and few-
shot (1-16) performance on Caltect101 dataset under two different anchor class initialization methods.
The human-designed method achieves 87.5% under the zero-shot setting, outperforming the random
initialization method by 0.6%. On the contrary, under different few-shot settings, the random initial-
ization method outperforms the human-designed method. That is because the random initialization
of anchor embeddings allows for more flexible learning of task-beneficial semantics from available
data. On the contrary, using manually designed categories as anchors may restrict such learning and
adaptation processes and thus achieve sub-optimal results.

Effect of different parameters to tune. Tab. 4 (b) presents the classification accuracy on the
Caltect101 dataset for various finetuned parameters. The results indicate that fine-tuning anchor
class embeddings is a more effective method compared to directly fine-tuning text features. Directly
fine-tuning text features may have a risk of overfitting to the training data.

Effect of learnable relation transition. The results in Tab. 4 (c) demonstrate that employing
a transformer to learn different relation transitions outperforms the direct relation transition via
multiplication between image-anchor relation vector and anchor-target relation matrix, showing the
learnable way can better depict the relation transition process.

Effect of anchor numbers. In this section, we investigate the influence of the number of anchor
classes over the few-shot performance of RTOS-C. As shown in Tab. 5, when the number of anchor
categories is smaller than the number of target categories, RTOS-C brings negligible improvements.
When the number of anchor categories is set to 80, RTOS-C achieves the best performance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we aim to utilize the abundant semantic knowledge encoded in CLIP to benefit the
few-shot learning task by mining open semantics as anchors to perform the relation transition. To
this end, we propose RTOS, which learns the open semantics via a learnable semantic token of text
input and uses a transformer module to perform relation transition from image-anchor relation to
image-target relation. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of our proposed method.

Broader Impact and Limitations Our method will not introduce bias but it may be impacted by the
bias contained in CLIP. Our method mines semantic knowledge from CLIP to benefit the few-shot

9



learning. There still remain other useful priors which may benefit the CLIP-based few-shot learning
to be investigated in the future.
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